
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Growth – diversified multi-asset model 

The Watershed Growth Multi-asset portfolio rebounded very 

strongly from the March quarter. Management of higher risk 

assets during this period was not easy to say the least and it 

demanded a dispassionate adherence to process to effectively 

implement a successful contrarian investment strategy as asset 

prices moved dramatically. This portfolio was able to do this with 

a high degree of success closing the financial year up 4.52% 

compared to the average Growth Fund that delivered -2.71%. 

We are confident it is well positioned to continue to deliver this 

outperformace. 

 

click here to read the SMA update
 

 

https://www.watershedgroup.com.au/app/uploads/2020/07/WFM-Growth-June-Quarterly.pdf
https://www.watershedgroup.com.au/app/uploads/2020/07/WFM-Growth-June-Quarterly.pdf
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The last half of the 2019 financial year saw violent market gyrations as the world 

grappled with the fallout from the global Covid pandemic.  Dramatic market declines 

were followed by almost equally expeditious market gains with many bourses worldwide 

clawing back much of the catastrophic losses incurred during March.  Looking at yearly 

returns in isolation would provide you no real insight to the true level of chaos that 

ensued.   Remarkably the US S&P500 ended June 30 only 8.5% off the record highs it 

achieved in February after recovering 38.5% from its March 23 low. And the Australian 

S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index closed the financial year 16.6% off its February highs 

but 30% above its low point on March 23. 

What was required of portfolio managers during this period, perhaps more than ever 

before, was clear and decisive action.  Managers who had become complacent in a 

share market that had surged to record highs only to subsequently capitulate in the face 

of March’s tsunami of negative headlines will have worn losses that will undoubtedly 

take years to recover.  Rarely before has justifying bloated valuations been more 

calamitous and never before has retreating to cash been less of a safe haven play.  As 

one Institutional Investor noted simply “Cash is King – unless the market rallies like we 

have seen of late and you are still holding Cash.  Then Cash is Trash”.  Anecdotally on 

March 25th, during the market nadir, Australian Money markets saw their biggest inflows 

ever at $259.6BN.  In summation anyone who traded on market sentiment would’ve 

incurred heavy losses and anyone purporting to be contrarian investors found out if they 

were true to label.  And having the nerve to invest in a contrarian manner paid very 

handsome rewards.  As evidenced in the Scorecard above our willingness to be 

defensively positioned coming into the share-market downturn and then subsequently 

invest into the carnage that ensued has seen our Balanced portfolio remain at the very 

top of the performance tables. 

We have remained active at both the Asset Allocation and underlying  SMA level as the 

market has grinded higher. With the market having now reached our year-end target of 

6,000 we have begun to build cash in our Australia Share, Emerging Leaders and 

International SMA’s as we remain cautious on the market’s current expectation for a 

speedy V-shaped recovery.   



 
 

With the US market trading through 3,200 we made the decision to take a short position 

on the S&P 500 and recently acquired an additional short position on the Nasdaq given 

we are of the opinion that despite the very high quality nature of the FAANG stocks, the 

sector looks overbought in the short term and we feel that a bubble is forming in some of 

the smaller global technology stocks. 

We have also reduced our exposure to Emerging Markets, taking profits in our ETF 

exposure here given the heavy weighting to the Chinese exchange which has had a very 

strong (Government promoted) run. 

Finally we have included the Vaneck Emerging Income Opportunities active ETF 

(EBND). EBND is a portfolio of globally diversified bonds and currencies in Emerging 

Markets. Emerging market debt provides portfolio diversification and due to the higher 

volatility inherent in Emerging Markets, pays premium yields relative to developed 

markets.   The current environment is being likened to the GFC and the subsequent debt 

crisis where Emerging Market debt shined.  As the world emerged from the GFC, and 

the subsequent debt crises, emerging market bonds outperformed their developed 

market counterparts. We think the current fundamentals support an allocation to 

emerging markets now. 

The net result of these changes is a reduction in Share exposure for the Watershed 

Balanced Portfolio from 68% to 54%.  We came into the correction with just over 40% 

exposure (almost 20% underweight our neutral position) – put 20% into equities during 

the Feb/March correction, which then organically grew to 68%, and with global markets 

having hit our year end targets we have taken approximately 12% out and currently sit at 

54% equity exposure. 

Now equipped with some cash on the sidelines, the portfolios will look to take advantage 

of any compelling investment opportunities that arise in what will no doubt be one of the 

most interesting and unknown reporting periods for some time. 

If you would like to discuss how this investment can add value to your client portfolios 

please contact our Business Development Manager, Shantelle Lay on (03) 9614-8899. 



 
 

  

 
 

 

 

 

   
 

Balanced - IMAP Multi Asset Class Finalist 

The Watershed Balanced Multi-asset portfolio had a strong 

quarter clawing back almost all of its losses from March. 

Elevated volatility has been unnerving, and few time periods 

have tested portfolio management expertise as this most recent. 

We feel our ability to deliver significant outperformance during 

this period is validation of a successful investment strategy 

implemented under trying circumstances. The portfolio closed the 

financial year up 2.85% compared to the average Balanced Fund 

that returned -1.45%. We are confident it is well positioned to 

continue to deliver this outperformance. 

 

click here to read the SMA update
 

 

https://www.watershedgroup.com.au/app/uploads/2020/07/WFM-Balanced-Jun-20-Quarterly.pdf
https://www.watershedgroup.com.au/app/uploads/2020/06/Monthly-Update-Emerging-Leaders-SMA-May-2020.pdf
https://www.watershedgroup.com.au/app/uploads/2020/07/WFM-Balanced-Jun-20-Quarterly.pdf


 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Performance Fee Disclosure 

The performance returns have been calculated on a daily basis taking into account 

brokerage costs, and are accumulated for the period shown. Returns are shown as 

annualised if the period is over 1 year, or as total returns otherwise. 

 
  

Watershed Funds Management 

Watershed Funds Management is a specialist Managed Account (MDA & SMA) Provider 

and has been a pioneer in the delivery of these portfolio solutions to financial advisers. 

Watershed leverages the expertise of a highly credentialed investment team to form a 

Conservative – diversified multi-asset model 

The Watershed Conservative Multi-asset portfolio had a strong 

quarters rebounding strongly from the momentous sell-off in 

March. To deliver a positive return in such a tumultuous financial 

year is validation of a successful investment strategy. The 

portfolio closed the financial year up 1.55% which compares 

favourably to the average Conservative Fund that returned -

0.05%. We believe the portfolio is well positioned to continue to 

deliver this outperformance. 

 

click here to read the SMA update 

https://www.watershedgroup.com.au/app/uploads/2020/07/WFM-Conservative-June-Quarterly.pdf
https://www.watershedgroup.com.au/app/uploads/2020/07/WFM-Conservative-June-Quarterly.pdf


 
 

global thematic view that determines asset class and sector allocations. 

Our investment committee structure differs for each SMA and is chaired by an individual 

with niche expertise and a proven track record for managing portfolios within that asset 

class. With a research process that is both rigorous and thorough we have been able to 

deliver strong historical returns across our full suite of Managed Accounts. 

An investment in a Watershed Managed Account provides professional and active 

investment management with full transparency of holdings, transactions and structure. 

Watershed seeks to form a collaborative relationship with advisers, actively 

communicating portfolio strategy in the current market environment so that advisers are 

better equipped to communicate with their clients.. 
 


